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ABSTRACT

We discuss a recent investigation of adatom behavior on the AISb(OOl) surface using first-principles

electronic structure methods based on the density functional theory. For Al and Sb adatoms, we find
a number of novel adatom structures that differ dramatically from previous results for the superficially
similar group-III arsenides. In particular, we conclude that it is energetically favorable for an Al adatom to
incorporate substitutionally into the outermost layer of the AISb surface. This observation helps motivate
a proposed new reconstruction for the AISb(OOl) surface. Finally, we argue that the unusual adatom
behavior identified for this surface probably results from the presence of a dimer row composed of a double
layer of group-V atoms in the reconstruction, and therefore, it should be generic to all of the antimonides,

as well as, the c(4 x 4) reconstruction of the arsenides and phosphides.

INTRODUCTION
..

Epitaxial growth of zincblende III-V semiconductors is the cornerstone of such important technologies

as wireless and optical communications and solid state lasers, light emitting diodes, and optical sensors.
The nearly lattice matched “6.1 ~ family” consisting of InAs, GaSb, and AISb shows particular promise for

use in high speed electronic and optoelectronic devices. Since such devices typically involve very thin AISb
barrier layers, there is considerable interest in controlling the surface roughness and interface morphology
of epitaxially grown AISb. This requires understanding and controlling the epitaxial growth process.
During the epitaxial growth of HI-V semiconductors by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), group-HI atoms
and group-V molecules (dimers or tetramers) impinge on the surface. The group-V species usually stays
on the surface for only a short time before returning to the vacuum. In contrast, the group-III species
typically sticks and diffuses across the surface. Therefore, it can be argued that the diffusion of group-III
adatoms is the principle process controlling MBE growth. Furthermore, understanding the behavior of
group-III adatoms is a crucial building block for understanding other growth processes such as island
nucleation and step edge attachment. For these reasons, the focus of this paper is an investigation of the

behavior of Al adatoms on the AISb(OOl) surface using theoretical techniques based on the Kohn-Sham
Density Functional Theory. We will ,argue that the behavior of Sb adatoms helps determine the behavior
of Al adatoms, and therefore it will also be discussed. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
First, we give the background to the present calculations including the experimentally motivated surface
reconstruction that we have assumed to be the clean surface. Then, we report details of our method,
which are followed by our actual results for the adatom behavior. Finally, we discuss the implications of

our method for the stability of our ‘hssumed surface reconstruction, and we argue that our results should
be generally applicable to a variety of other III-V systems.

BACKGROUND

Before surface diffusion can be meaningfully studied using first-principles electronic structure tech-
niques, it is necessary to identify the surface reconstruction prevalent under the conditions of interest.

Due to the huge configuration space associated with the set of all possible surface reconstructions, it is
typically necessary to rely heavily on experimental results (perhaps aided by some calculations) to deter-
mine this structure. Under typical conditions used for device growth, the AISb(OOl) surface exhibits a

(1 x 3) pattern in diffraction experiments. Based on Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) experiments,
Thibado, Bennett, Shanabrook, and Whitman, proposed the structure shown in Fig. 1 as the basic building
block of this reconstruction. [1] This structure features raised dimer rows consisting of double layers of Sb
separated by trenches with end-to-end dimers along their centers. There are two different ways in which
the second layer Sb atoms in each trench can be paired to form dimers, and the observed (1 x 3) diffraction
pattern results from incomplete ordering in the way that this pairing occurs in different trenches. Since
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Figurel: Topandperspective views of the base AISb (2x3) structure. The light

grey spheres indicate Al atoms, while the dark grey spheres indicate Sb atoms. To
help show how atoms in one cell of the reconstruction relate to atoms in neighboring

cells of the reconstruction, a (4x 6) supercell, consisting of four copies of the (2x 3)

fundamental cell, is shown in each image. The top view shows the outermost three
layers of the slab, while six layers are shown in the perspective view. The basic
arrangement of atoms was taken from the work of Thibado et al. [1], and the relaxed
atomic positions were obtained from a density functional calculation, as described
under the METHOD heading.

the dimers in different trenches are well separated, we would not expect the intertrench ordering (or lack
thereof) to have a significant effect on the adsorption behavior of this surface. Therefore, we choose to
study the simplest reconstruction that fully captures the local character of this surface. This is the (2x 3)
structure, shown in Fig. 1, in which the atoms in every trench are dimerized with the same pattern. A sim-
ilar structure with the atoms in alternating trenches dimerized in a staggered pattern, has been proposed

as the c(2 x 6) reconstruction observed on GaSb(OOl). [1, 2, 3]
Note that this choice of the (2 x 3) unit cell divides the dimers in the dimer row into two inequivalent

classes: (A) dimers that are centered between dlmers in the neighboring trenches, and (B) dimers that are

centered between interdimer gaps in the neighboring trenches. For the adatom structures that we discuss
below, we find that the average difference in energy between a structure associated with a type-A row
dimer and the corresponding structure associated with a type-B row dimer is only 80 meV. Since this is
considerably smaller than the typical energy difference between structures involving different patterns of
local bonchg, this confirms our hypothesis that the adsorption behavior of the surface should not depend

significantly on the intertrench ordering. Furthermore, since the intention of this paper is to focus on the
qualitative behavior of the AISb(OOl) surface, rather than quantitative details, we will treat these two
classes of dimers as equivalent throughout the remainder of this paper.

The reconstruction of AISb(OOl) studied in thk paper has a couple of unusual features that hint that
the results of previous studles[4] of adatom behavior on the 82(2 x 4) reconstruction of the group-III
arsenides may not transfer well to the antimonides. First, 2/3 of the AISb(OOl ) surface is covered with

a double layer of Sb. For the arsenides, such a group-V double layer is only present in the c(4 x 4)
reconstruction observed at atypically high group-V coverages. Secondly, as observed by Thibado et al.

[1], this reconstruction does not satisfy the electron counting model (ECM). The ECM is a very simple
proposal that has been remarkably successful in predicting the reconstructions of low-index III-V surfaces

[5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11]. In essence, the model states that the surface should reconstruct in such a way that
the dangling bonds of group-III atoms are unoccupied, and the dangling bonds on group-V atoms are full
(i.e. group-V dangling bonds form lone pairs).

METHOD

In order to study the AISb system, we have used the Vienna Ab znitio Simulation Package (VASP) [12]
to perform first-principles electronic structure calculations based on the Kohn-Sham Density Functional
Theory (DFT) with plane wave basis sets, ultrasoft pseudopotentials [13], and the local density approxima-
tion for the exchange-correlation functional. The DFT is more computationally expensive than empirical
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Figure 2: Top and perspective views of the DFT relaxed AISb (2x 3) structure with

an ad-Al in an “Intact Dimer” position on top of the dimer row. The light grey

spheres indicate Al atoms, the dark grey spheres indicate Sb atoms, and the black
spheres indicate ad-Al atoms . Since a (4x 6) supercell, consisting of four copies of
the (2 x 3) fundamental cell, is shown, four adatoms are apparent in each view.

methods, but it gives accurate results for a number of phenomena associated with the AISb(OOl ) surface
that are very difficult to accurately model using empiricaJ techniques. These phenomena include multiple
atomic species, interatomic charge transfer, unusual coordination, and asymmetric bond distributions.
Our model of the surface consists of a periodically repeated, asymmetric slab (with six layers of Al or Sb,
and a terminating layer of hydrogen-like atoms) isolated from its images by 19 ~ of vacuum. A fictitious

3/4 charged pseudo-hydrogen atom was used to saturate each of the two dangling bonds associated with
each back-surface Sb atom. The two layers next to the hydrogen termination were held at bulk positions,
while the rest of the Al and Sb atoms were relaxed until each component of the force was less than 0.01
eV/~. A plane-wave cutoff of 15 Ry and a k-point sampling equivalent to 6 k-points within the (1 x 1)
surface Brillouin zone were used. Adatom behaviors were studied by adding an additional atom at selected
locations within the (2x 3) unit cell and allowing the system to relax. Since the system (including the extra

atom) is periodically repeated in all directions, unphysical interactions between the additional atom and
its periodic images are a concern. The slab thickness, k-point sampling, and distance between an adatom

and its images are only marginally converged in these calculations, but selected tests with up to eight slab
layers, 24 k-points, and a doubled (4 x 3) surface supercell have confirmed that qualitative behaviors are
accurately determined.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the result of placing an extra Al atom over the center of a row dimer and relaxing
the structure. In this configuration, the dlmer bond does not break, and we call this the “Intact Dimer”
structure. The bonds between the ad-Al and the dimer atoms are sufficiently short (2.89 ~ vs. 2.66 ~ for
a bulk AISb bond) that it is clear that they have a significant covalent character. However, the s 60°

angles of the resulting three membered ring dtier dramatically from the 109.5° angles characteristic of
a tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor, indicating a large amount of angular strain. Placing an extra Al
atom over the center of a trench dimer results in a configuration structurally similar to that described

above, but 0.5 eV lower in energy. Likewise, two additional structures are obtained by substituting an

ad-Sb for the ad-Al in the above structures and relaxing. Although the structural details change somewhat
to reflect the difference in bond lengths, the basic atomic configurations of the ad-Sb structures are the

same as the ad-Al structures. In fact, we found this correspondence between ad-Al structures and ad-Sb
structures to be a general principle, and throughout the remainder of this paper, we will only mention the
exceptions.

Figure 3 shows the result of placing an extra Al atom into the center of a dimer bond in the dimer
row. The atoms that previously formed the dlmer are repelled outward until they are too far apart
to bond, and we call this the “Broken Dimer” structure. Although there must be a significant energy
cost for eliminating the dimer bond, the resulting configuration avoids the highly strained bond angles
associated with the Intact Dimer structure. In addition, the ad-Al is pulled down below the level of the
row dimers indicating that it is able to further lower its energy by forming partial bonds to Sb atoms in



Figure 3: The DFT relaxed AISb (2 x 3) structure with an ad-Al in a “Broken

Dimer” position on top of the dimer row. Symbols and views are as described in

the caption for Fig. 2.

Figure 4: The DFT relaxed AISb (2 x 3) structure with an ad-Al in a “Rebonded

Broken Dimer” position on top of the dimer row. Symbols and views areas described
in the caption for Fig. 2.

the second layer of the reconstruction. A careful search for a similar structure in which the ad-Al was
not pulled into the surface failed to find any such structure, Cumulatively, the energy lowering effects

associated with this structure are sufficient to make the Broken Dimer ad-Al structure 1.3 eV lower in
energy than the Intact Dimer structure. However, in contrast to the results for the Intact Dimer structure,
we were unable to identify a Broken Dimer ad-Al structure associated with the trench dimers. Attempts
to create such a structure by pulling the atoms in a trench dimer apart and inserting an extra Al atom

spontaneously relaxed to the Intact Dimer structure. Using an ad-Sb instead of an ad-Al produces two
additional structures of the Broken Dimer type. The Broken Dimer ad-Sb structure associated with the

dlmer row was 0.5 eV lower in energy than the corresponding Intact Dimer structure, but the Broken
Dimer ad-Sb structure associated with the trench dimers was slightly (roughly 50 meV) higher in energy
than the corresponding Intact Dimer structure.

These “Intact Dimer” and “Broken Dimer” adsorption sites are similar to those reported by Kley,
Ruggerone, and Scheffler for add-Ga [add-Al] atoms on the GaAs(OOl) [AIAs(OO1)] surface. [4] This previous
work found that for the /?2(2 x 4) reconstruction of these surfaces, these structures are locally stable

structures (i.e. local minima of the total energy). In contrast, for the case of the (2 x 3) reconstruction of
AISb(OOl), we find that these structures are transition states (i.e. saddle points of the total energy).

In particular, breaking the symmetry of the Broken Dimer structure by displacing the adatom by a
smaN amount in an arbitrary direction, and then relaxing the structure, results in the structure shown in
Fig. 4. The adatom displaces to the side of the dimer and forms an additionzd bond to one of the atoms in

the neighboring dimer. The neighboring dimer strengthens this bond by twisting so that the atom forming
the bond moves closer to the adatom. We refer to this configuration as the “Rebonded Broken Dimer”
structure. During the formation of thk structure, the twisting of the neighboring dimer weakens one of its
back bonds and the bond angles become somewhat more strained. However, a new A1-Sb bond is formed
in the process, and the net effect is to lower the energy by 0.7 eV relative to the simple Broken Dimer
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Figure 5: The DFT relaxed AISb (2x 3) structure with an ad-Al in a “Back-Bond”

position on top of the dimer row.

for Fig. 2.
Symbols and views are as described in the caption

structure. A similar rebonding process (without the twisting) allows an adatom bonded to an intact trench
dimer to form bonds to the atoms in the neighboring dlmer row, lowering its energy by 0.6 eV. In the
ad-Sb case, the corresponding rebonding energies are 0.9 eV and O.? eV for the dimer row and the trench,
respectively.

Breakkg the symmetry of the Intact Dimer structure in a similar fashion produces even more dramatic
results. The adatom moves to the side of the dimer and then toward the edge of the dimer row inserting
itself into one of the back-bonds of the dimer. The resulting configuration, which we call the “Back-Bond”
structure, is shown in Fig. 5. In the process of forming this structure from the Intact Dimer structure,
the back-bond is spontaneously broken (No barrier!) as new bonds are formed between the adatom and

Sb atoms in the second layer and in a neighboring dimer. For an ad-Al, the process lowers the energy by
1.9 eV, but the final structure is still 0.1 eV higher in energy than the Rebonded Broken Dimer structure

discussed above. For an ad-Sb, the energy gain relative to the Intact Dimer structure is 1.4 eV, and the
final structure is in a virtual tie (a few meV higher in our calculations) with the Rebonded Broken Dimer
as the lowest ad-Sb structure that we have found. As might be expected based on the fact that the trench
dimer back-bonds are A1-Sb bonds rather than Sb-Sb bonds, we were unable to find Back-Bond structures
associated with the trench dimers.

Despite the fact that the Back-Bond structures come out slightly higher in energy than the Rebonded
Broken Dimer structures, the spontaneous breaking of the back-bond suggests that inserting an adatom

between the double layers of the reconstruction might be a favorable process. We can continue the bond-
breaking process started by the Back-Bond structure by inserting the adatom into two back-bonds of a row

dimer atom at the same time. This effectively exchanges the adatom and the Sb from the row dimer, and
we call this type of structure “Exchanged”. Since the Sb atom from the dimer row could be ejected into
any of the ad-Sb structures identified above (except now one of the dimer row atoms is an Al), there is an
entire family of structures of this type. We have thoroughly explored this family with our calculations, and
we find that the lowest energy structure has the ejected Sb in a Rebonded Broken Dimer configuration.

The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 6. This Exchanged structure is comparable in energy (about 50
meV higher in our calculations) with an ad-Al in the Rebonded Broken Dimer configuration.

In our exploration of the possible Exchanged structures, we have assumed that the Sb atom ejected
by the exchange process remains in the same surface unit cell as the Al atom that replaced it. Since the
ejected Sb atom should be free to diffuse on some time scale, thk assumption may not be valid. We can

easily explore this possibility by considering the case in which the ejected Sb has diffused sufficiently far
away from the Al atom that the. interaction is negligible. In this case, the ejected Sb atom effectively
becomes an ad-Sb atom, while the ad-Al becomes incorporated into the surface by substituting for a Sb

atom in the original (2x 3) reconstruction. The latter structure, which we call the “Substituted” structure,
is shown in Fig. 7. In order to determine whether it is energetically favorable for a ejected Sb atom to

diffuse away from the exchange site, it is necessary to compare the total energies of two combinations of
structures with the same total number of atoms. This comparison is shown in Table I. Conceptually, we
can think of diffusing the ejected Sb from the lowest energy Exchanged structure (that shown in Fig. 6) to

a clean (2 x 3) reconstructed region of the surface. This produces a Substituted region plus a region with
an ad-Sb, which we take to be in the lowest energy Rebonded Broken Dimer configuration. The “Atom A“
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Figure 6: The DFT relaxed AISb (2x 3) structure with an ad-Al in an “Exchanged”
position in the dlmer row. Symbols and views me as described in the caption for

Fig. 2.

Figure 7: The DFT relaxed AISb (2x 3) structure with an ad-Al in an “SubstitutecP
position in the dimer row. Symbols and views are as described in the caption for
Fig. 2.

Table I: A comparison of number of atoms relative

to the reference (2 x 3) reconstruction ( “Atom A“ )
and total energies for an ejected Sb close to and
far away from an Al substituted into the top Sb
layer.

Lowest ad-Sb +0 Al; +1 Sb -185.672

Sum +1 Al, +0 Sb -365.702
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Figure 8: Top and perspective views of the DFT relaxed AISb 6(4 x 3) structure

discussed in Ref. [14]. The light grey spheres indicate Al atoms, while the dark grey
spheres indicate Sb atoms. This structure is obtained from the (2 x 3) structure

by substituting an Al atom for an Sb atom in every fourth dimer along the row

and shifting the resulting hetero-dimer halfway into the trench. A (4 x 6) supercell
consisting of two copies of the (4 x 3) fundamental cell is shown in each image.

column of Table I gives the change in the number of atoms (relative to the base (2 x 3) reconstruction) and
shows that these two combinations of structures have the same number of atoms. Thk allows us to directly
compare the total energies of the combinations without considering chemical potentials. We find that it is
energetically favorable by almost 0.3 eV for the ejected Sb to diffuse away from the substituted Al. Since
entropy also favors separate positions for the ejected Sb and the substituted Al, we can conclude that,
given sufficient equilibration time, an ad-Al will substitute into the dimer row of the (2x 3) reconstruction,

creating a new ad-Sb in the process.

DISCUSSION

The above results indicating that ad-Al atoms substitute spontaneously into the (2 x 3) reconstruction
strongly suggest that the (2 x 3) reconstruction itself is unstable to some structure involving Al atoms
substituted into the dimer rows. A careful investigation of new STM results in concert with theoretical
work has confirmed this hypothesis. [14] Figure 8 shows the /3(4 x 3) structure identified in Ref. [14] as the

stable reconstruction of the AISb(OOl) surface under typical device growth conditions. In addition to an
Al substitution into every fourth dlmer of the dlmer row, this structure involves shifting the Al containing
end of these dimers into the trench. This shifting of every fourth dimer allows the structure to satisfy
the electron counting model and lowers the energy by almost 0.8 eV relative to a structure with only Al
substitution. As might be expected from our results for ad-Al behavior, Ref. [14] also reports a 0(4 x 3)
structure, in which three additional row dimer atoms have been substituted with Al. This structure is
shown in Figure 9.

A remaining question is, “Why do we find novel adatom configurations, such as the Rebonded, Back-
Bond, Exchanged, and Substituted structures, for the (2x 3) reconstruction of AISb(OOl) when there is no
evidence of such structures for the @2(2 x 4) reconstructions of GaAs(OOl) and AIAs(OO1 )?“ One initially
appealing possibility is that these structures result from the failure of the (2 x 3) reconstruction to satisfy

the electron counting model. However; ongoing studies have shown that these unusual adatom structures
are equally favored on the @(4 x 3) reconstruction, which does satisfy the ECM, and therefore we can rule
out this explanation.

Another possibility is that these structures result from some difference in behavior between arsenic and
antimony. In order to investigate this possibility, we have repeated some of our calculations for adatom

behavior on the (2x 3) reconstruction using an AlAs surface instead of an AISb surface (although a (2 x 3)
reconstruction of AlAs is not experimentally observed, there is no difficulty in creating such a reconstruction
for use in theoretical calculations). The results of this investigation are shown in Table II. Since the energy
differences between the ad-Al structures are nearly the same for AISb and AlAs, these results argue that
the unusual adatom behavior reported in this paper is primarily a result of the (2x 3) reconstruction rather

than the AISb material. The principle feature of the (2 x 3) (and the (4x 3)) reconstruction that does not
occur in the previously studied arsenide reconstructions is the dimer row consisting of a double layer of
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Figure 9: Top and perspective views of the DFT relaxed AISb a(4 x 3) structure

discussed in Ref. [14]. Symbols and views areas described in the caption for Fig. 8.
This structure is obtained from the /3(4 x 3) structure by substituting three addi-
tional row dimer atoms. with Al.

Table II: A comparison of the energies (relative
to an unrebonded Broken Dimer configuration) of

selected ad-”Al structures. All configurations are
associated with a row dimer.

Structure ] AISb (2 X 3) AlAs (2 X 3)
I

Rebonded Broken Dimer -0.70 -0.67

Back-Bond I -0.60 -0.66
I



> s group-V atoms. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that similar novel adatom behaviors (rebonding,

back-bond breaking, exchange, and substitution) will occur for all reconstructions that involve a double
layer dimer row. This includes not only the (001) surface of AISb, GaSb, and InSb [14], but also the

arsenides and phosphides at high group-V coverages where the c(4 x 4) reconstruction occurs.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studies adatom behavior on the (2x 3) reconstruction of AISb(OOl) and identified a number of

unusual adatom structures. Based on our results, we believe that it is likely that reconstructions featuring
a double layer of group-V atoms arranged in a dimer row will generally exhibit similar behavior, including

substitutional incorporation of group-III atoms. This conclusion helps support and explain a set of (4 x 3)
reconstructions of 111-Sb(OOl) surfaces that have recently been proposed based on other considerations.
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